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Experimental data for inductive cross shaped metal meshes with periodicity constantg520mm
have been reproduced by the Micro-Stripes simulation program for various thicknesses. A similar
calculation has been performed with the Fourier modal method for cross shaped meshes with
periodicity constantg51 mm. The transmittances of all these meshes show similar resonance peaks
and the same dependence on thickness. A rudimentary coupled oscillator model describes very well
the dependence on thickness of the peaks, suggesting that the transmittance of all metal meshes in
the short and long wavelength region are excited surface waves coupled by waveguide modes of the
openings. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1476073#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Recent experimental and theoretical work1–3 on metallic
membranes perforated by subwavelength apertures ha
tracted much interest because of potential applications
filtering and confinement of light in the visible spectral r
gion. This recent work shows many similarities to work do
on inductive metal meshes used as filters in the long wa
length region. We will show that for meshes with cro
shaped openings there is similar appearance, in both w
length regions, of transmittance peaks with respect to
dependence on thickness of the meshes. The transmitta
normalized by considering the ratio of area of the apertur
the area of the unit cell, are also about the same. Elec
formed metal meshes have been used since the 1960
Fabry–Perot reflectors in the long wavelength region.4 These
square shaped metal meshes, called by Ulrich5 ‘‘inductive’’
grids, had thicknesses of less than 10% of the periodi
constant and are called thin meshes. Ulrich introduced m
meshes with cross shaped patterns and Chase and J
studied the transmittance dependence on the shape o
cross.6 In the short wavelength region, Byrneet al.7 investi-
gated inductive cross shaped metal meshes on a subs
All these meshes have a broad resonance transmittan
wavelength slightly longer than the periodicity constant, w
peak wavelengths depending sensitively on the geomet
parameters of the cross.

Thick metal meshes with thickness larger than 10%
the periodicity constant have been produced by Rupre
et al.8 The meshes have been manufactured for a period
constant of g520mm using the LIGA method ~a
lithographic-electroforming process!. The transmittances o

a!Electronic mail: kdmoel927@aol.com
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these free standing cross shaped metal meshes show a
ditional peak at shorter wavelength, strongly depending
the thickness of the mesh. Comptonet al.9 have predicted
these peaks for thick free standing cross shaped m
meshes and Mo¨ller et al.10 have given an interpretation o
Ruprechtet al.’s work. In the short wavelength region, Ebb
sen et al.1 and Gruppet al.2 have presented experiment
studies of metal meshes with round holes and Mar
Moreno et al.3 have calculated similar meshes with squa
shaped openings. In this article we show that all these m
meshes in the short and long wavelength region have sim
transmittances with identical peak dependence on the th
ness. Additionally, we present a rudimental model, expres
in terms of transmission line theory that describes very w
all resonance peaks of the mesh.

II. THICK CROSS SHAPED INDUCTIVE METAL
MESHES

A. Experimental data and simulations

1. Cross shaped meshes with periodicity constant
gÄ20 mm

a. Simulations. We have used the Micro-Stripes simu
tion program11 for the calculation of the transmittance o
cross shaped metal meshes, assuming a surface impedan
1.635V cm and geometrical parameters of the crosses og
520mm, 2a51.5mm, and 2b53 mm ~see Fig. 1!. In Figs.
2~a!–2~c! the transmittance is shown for thicknesses of 0
3.2, 6.4, 9.6, 12.8, 16, 19.2, 22.4, and 25.6mm. In the longer
wavelength region there are peaks shifting only slightly
shorter wavelengths, we call them ‘‘resonance peaks.’’
shorter wavelengths there are peaks which are largely de
dent on the thickness of the mesh; we call them ‘‘thickne
peaks.’’ The thickness peaks appear first at a wavelen
close to the periodicity constantg and shift with increasing
1 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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9462 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 91, No. 12, 15 June 2002 Möller et al.
thickness towards the resonance peak. After a certain th
ness of the mesh, a new series of thickness peaks app
with its first peak having again a wavelength close to
periodicity constant.

We have plotted in Fig. 3 all peak wavelengths divid
by the periodicity constant (l/g) depending on the thicknes
divided by the periodicity constant (t/g) for the range 0–1.5

b. Experiments. Ruprechtet al.8 have manufactured fre
standing metal meshes of excellent quality with the sa
geometrical parameters as used above ofg520mm, 2a
51.5mm, and 2b53 mm and for thicknesses of 11, 20, an
29 mm. The transmittance is also shown in Fig. 3 and ther
excellent agreement of the experimental data and simulat
~within a few percent!.

2. Cross shaped meshes with periodicity constant
gÄ1 mm

In the short wavelength region we have used the Fou
modal method12 to calculate the transmittance of free stan
ing cross shaped metal meshes with geometrical param
of g51 mm, 2a50.2mm, and 2b50.11mm for thick-
nesses of 0.2, 0.4, 0.8, 1, 1.6, and 2mm @see Figs. 4~a!and
4~b!#. We call the longer wavelength peaks ‘‘resonan
peaks’’ and the shorter wavelength peaks ‘‘thickness pea
The appearance depending on thickness is very simila
that found for the case ofg520mm. In Fig. 5 we have
plotted for the range of 0–2 the peak wavelength divided
the periodicity constant (l/g) depending on the thicknes
divided by the periodicity constant (t/g).

Such calculations have been repeated for cross sh
metal meshes with similar ratios ofa/g andb/g for period-
icity constantsg52.14 and 3mm. The results of the depen
dence on thickness of resonance and thickness peaks ar
same as shown in Fig. 5.

FIG. 1. Inductive cross shaped mesh and geometrical parameters~black is
metal!. Periodicity constantg, separation of crosses 2a, width of cross arms
2b, and metal thickness of the mesht.
Downloaded 26 Jul 2013 to 129.104.29.2. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. R
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FIG. 2. ~a! Transmittance of inductive cross shaped meshes calculated
the Micro-Stripes program. Geometrical parametersg520mm, 2a
51.5mm, and 2b53 mm. The metal thickness 0.2, 1, 3.2, and 6.4mm are
indicated in the graph area. The resonance peaks shift to shorter wavel
with increasing metal thicknesses~see also Fig. 3!.~b! Transmittance of
inductive cross shaped meshes calculated with the Micro-Stripes prog
Geometrical parametersg520mm, 2a51.5mm, and 2b53 mm. The
metal thickness 9.6, 12.8, and 16mm are indicated in the graph area. Th
long wavelength peaks are resonance peaks, the short wavelength pea
the first series of thickness peaks~see also Fig. 3!.~c! Transmittance of
inductive cross shaped meshes calculated with the Micro-Stripes prog
Geometrical parametersg520mm, 2a51.5mm, and 2b53 mm. The
metal thickness 19.2, 22.4, and 25.6mm are indicated in the graph area. Th
longest wavelength peaks are resonance peaks. At shorter wavelength
first series of thickness peaks and at even shorter wavelengths, the s
series of thickness peaks~see also Fig. 3!.
euse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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B. The oscillator model and transmission line theory

1. Oscillator model

Ulrich13 has analyzed the modes of thin square sha
inductive metal meshes. The modes are composed of pai
surface waves tightly bound by the openings. The co
sponding wavelengths are the resonance wavelengths
thin metal mesh. We extended this model to thick me
meshes and assumed that each of the surface waves o
front and back side of the thick mesh are described by
oscillator. The oscillators are coupled by waveguide mo
of the openings, depending on the thicknesst of the mesh.
For a qualitative description of this simple model of tw
interacting oscillators we use transmission line theory14 and
calculate the peaks of the transmitted waves.

2. Transmission line theory

Ulrich developed the transmission line theory for the c
culation of reflectance and transmittance of thin me
meshes.5 The theory uses geometrical and electrical para
eters for the description of optical properties: a short desc
tion is given in Ref. 15. Ulrich’s formulation has been co
rected by Whitbourn and Compton16 and the revised
formulation will be used here.

a. Oscillator. We considered an inductive thin met
mesh and described the resonance oscillation by a shun
pedance~see Fig. 6!,

Y~l!51/@a12 i ~v0A1!/V~l!#, ~1!

where

V~l!5~g/lv0!2~lv0 /g!. ~2!

The periodicity constant of the mesh isg, the resonance fre
quencyv0 , the bandwidth parameterA1 and the loss param
eter a1. The input parametersv0 , A1, anda1 may be ob-
tained from observations or simulations such as the Mic
Stripes program or empirical formulas~see Sec. II B 3!.

FIG. 3. Graph of wavelengths of resonance and thickness peaks divide
the periodicity constantg520mm, plotted depending on (t/g), the ratio of
metal thickness to periodicity constant. Upper curve: Resonance w
lengths. Diamonds calculated with the Micro-Stripes program. Round
are experimental data. Next lower curve: Thickness peaks. Squares c
lated with the Micro-Stripes program. Round dots are experimental d
Lowest curve: Thickness peaks. Triangles calculated with the Micro-Str
program. Round dots are experimental data.
Downloaded 26 Jul 2013 to 129.104.29.2. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. R
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b. Cascading matrices. It is convenient to use the c
cading matrix formulation~see Timusk and Richards17!.
Each element of the transmission line is presented b
232 matrix. The waves on the left side of the impedanceY
~see Fig. 6!, are related by a matrixM to the waves on the
right side as

b15m11a21m12b2 ,
~3!

a15m21a21m22b2 .

For a250 ~that is, no ‘‘backwards traveling wave’’ on th
right side!, the ratio of the reflected waveb1 to incident wave
a1 is

b1 /a15m12/m22, ~4!

by

e-
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s

FIG. 4. ~a! Transmittance of inductive cross shaped meshes calculated
the Fourier modal method. Geometrical parametersg51 mm, 2a
50.2mm, and 2b50.11mm. The metal thicknesses 0.2, 0.4, and 0.8mm
are indicated in the graph area. The long wavelength peaks are reson
peaks, the short wavelength peaks are the first series of thickness peak~see
also Fig. 5!.~b! Transmittance of inductive cross shaped meshes calcul
with the Fourier modal method. Geometrical parametersg51 mm, 2a
50.2mm, and 2b50.11mm. The metal thicknesses 1, 1.6, and 2mm are
indicated in the graph area. The longest wavelength peaks are reson
peaks. At shorter wavelengths the first series of thickness peaks, at
shorter wavelengths, the second series of thickness peaks~see also Fig. 5!.
euse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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and the ratio of the transmitted waveb2 to the incident wave
a1 is

b2 /a151/m22. ~5!

The transmitted intensity is calculated from the~2,2!element
of the resulting product matrix, presenting all elements in
transmission line.

The matrixM1 of the impedanceY has the elements

m1115~2Y/211!, m11252Y/2,
~6!

m1215Y/2, m1225~Y/211!,

and the matrixM2 of the separation of lengtht in the me-
dium with refractive index 1

m2115exp~2 i2pt !/l, m21250,
~7!

m22150, m2225exp~ i2pt !/l.

To include losses one may take the refractive indices a
complex quantity.

3. Calculations

The two oscillators of our model are described by t
matrix productM5M1M2M1, where the separation of th
oscillators corresponds to the thicknesst of the metal mesh.
The input data are as follows: The resonance frequencyvo is
obtained fromg/lR , wherelR is taken from the empirica
formula lR52g24a12b of the resonance wavelength o
thin inductive metal meshes,6 in agreement with

FIG. 5. Graph of wavelengths of resonance and thickness peaks divide
the periodicity constantg51 mm, plotted depending on (t/g), the ratio of
metal thickness to periodicity constant. Upper curves: Squares and
monds are resonance wavelengths. Next lower curve: Triangles are the
series of thickness peaks. Two lowest curves: Second and third seri
thickness peaks.

FIG. 6. Transmission line presentation. Shunt impedance with incident
reflected waves on the left side and transmitted and backward trav
waves on the right side.
Downloaded 26 Jul 2013 to 129.104.29.2. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. R
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Micro-Stripes11 calculations. The band width parameter, o
tained from Micro-Stripes calculations, isA150.1, and the
loss parametera1 is 0.001, according to Ref. 16.

In Fig. 7 we have plotted (l/g), the calculated peak
wavelengths divided by the periodicity constant, vers
(t/g), the thickness divided by the periodicity constant, f
the range oft/g from 0 to 2.

For small t/g values, the two oscillators interact an
show a ‘‘splitting,’’ which decreases for increasing values
t/g. At around t/g50.6 a new peak appears, shifting fo
larger values oft/g towards the wavelength of the oscilla
tors. At aroundt/g51, the wavelength of the ‘‘new peak
and the peaks of the oscillators are close together and in
act. The interaction of the oscillators with one another a
the ‘‘new peaks’’ is small and therefore the resulting wav
length is close to the resonance wavelength of the thin m
The ‘‘new peaks’’ are the ‘‘thickness peaks’’ and are inte
preted as compound modes composed of oscillator reson
and waveguide modes.10 The waveguide modes are ‘‘Fabry
Perot’’ modes, as they appear between two reflecting pla
similar to those described in Ref. 18 for narrow slots in thi
gratings. The second and third series are also ‘‘thickn
peaks,’’ composed of resonance and higher order waveg
modes. All three branches of ‘‘thickness peaks’’ appear w
their first peak at a wavelength about equal to the periodi
constantg. Interaction occurs when the thicknesst is in the
range of the periodicity constant.

III. DISCUSSION

The oscillator model describes the transmittance of
mesh by the interaction of the oscillator resonance mo
and the waveguide mode. The incident light at normal in
dence induces a standing wave mode within the mesh.
mode couples energy of the incident light to the transmit
and reflected lights. This induced resonance mode is c
posed of two standing surface waves, one on each side o

by

ia-
rst
of

d
ng

FIG. 7. Transmission line theory calculations of resonance and thickn
peaks of two oscillators at distancet. The peak wavelength divided by th
periodicity constant (t/g) of resonance and thickness peaks are plotted
pending on (t/g), the ratio of metal thickness to periodicity constant. A
small values oft/g, the resonance peaks show interaction and havel/g
values around 2. Att/g50.5, the interaction of the resonance peaks h
vanished and the first branch of thickness peaks appears. Att/g51, the first
peak of the second series of thickness peaks appears. Att/g51.5, the first
series of thickness peaks interacts strongly with the resonance peaks.
euse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://jap.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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mesh. When the surface waves interact through the open
degeneracy is lifted and the resonance is split into two.
the metal thickness increases, the coupling decreases an
resonance peaks are merged into one peak. This is show
simulations for the short wavelength region as a splitt
disappearing for large thickness@Fig. 4~a!#. In the long
wavelength region, simulations and experiments show
broad peak decreasing in width@Fig. 2~a!#. With increasing
metal structure thickness, the interaction of the two surf
waves decreases and the energy transfer is now acc
plished by wave guide modes. The simulations in both sp
tral regions and the experiments in the long wavelength
gion show several series of new peaks with pe
wavelengths depending on the thickness of the mesh
shifting to longer wavelengths.

In this article we have applied the oscillator model
interpret transmittance data of cross shaped meshes.
geometrical property of crosses is contained in the input d
of the oscillators used in transmission line theory. These
put data will be different for square or hole apertures, but
qualitative result will not significantly change. Martin
Morenoet al.10 have calculated thick periodic structures wi
square shaped openings in the short wavelength reg
Transmission data are reported for free-standing meshes
periodicity constantg5750 nm, square length of 280 nm
and five thicknesses witht/g values of 0.13, 0.26, 0.4, 0.53
and 0.67. The transmittances, depending on thicknesse
these meshes, show a resonance and a thickness peak
similar to our results for crosses, as expected from the os
lator model. A thickness peak appears first fort/g50.13 at a
wavelength close tog. For increasing thickness, the thic
ness peaks shift to longer wavelength while the resona
peak shifts to shorter wavelength and both appear togeth
the range oft/g50.4– 0.67.

The results of Ref. 10 have been applied to the interp
tation of experimental data on round holes, studied by Eb
senet al.8 on substrates, and by Gruppet al.9 as free standing
structures. Unfortunately, these experimental investigati
are done only for a narrow range oft/g values. In Ref. 9,
Fig. 2, one peak is shown, perhaps with an additional sh
der, att/g of about 0.4 for round holes of diameter 400 n
andg5750 nm. For the samet/g values and the sameg, at
shorter wavelengths~Ref. 10!, though, a broad peak with
dip is exhibited for squares of length of 280 nm.

In our opinion, there is no extraordinary transmissi
enhancement in the short wavelength region. In order to
malize the transmittance properly, one needs to take the
of the area of the aperture to the unit cell area. The perc
age transmittance of the experimental data in the short
long wavelength regions is about 2 to 3 times larger than
Downloaded 26 Jul 2013 to 129.104.29.2. This article is copyrighted as indicated in the abstract. R
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ratio. These transmittance enhancements occur via reson
modes, as mentioned for the short wavelength region in R
10 and follows from Ref. 13 for the long wavelength regio
We consider it an open question how to compare the tra
mittance of one hole with a periodic structure.

IV. SUMMARY

The experimental and simulated transmittance spectr
thick cross-shaped metal meshes have been studied in
short and long wavelength regions. These spectra exh
transmission peaks with rather similar spectral appeara
depending on the mesh thickness. A simple oscillator mo
reproduces very well the peak wavelengths depending
thickness. This qualitative model supports the interpretat
of the peaks as resonances of the surface waves and ‘‘Fa
Perot’’ modes of the openings, coupled to the surface wa
on both sides of the mesh. The interpretation using the os
lator model applies very well to arrays of crosses, squares
holes in the short and long wavelength region.
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